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A journey into the future

The 3 mindsets :

 The WHYMindset (Vision)

 The GrowthMindset  (Culture)

 The ValueMindset  (Customer)

© YannisPollalis
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Why do you do what you do?
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WHO CARES ABOUT YOUR WHY?

Why do you get out of bed each morning, 

and why should anyone care?
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“Successful people are 
always looking for 
opportunities to help 
others. Unsuccessful 
people are always asking, 
‘what’s in it for me?” (Brian Tracy)      

So, what exactly is your WHY ?

© YannisPollalis

“We feel that family 
business is the backbone 
of this country and are 
committed to helping them 
produce, profit & protect 
what they have built”
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“The differences between you and your competitors  
are the basis of your advantage.”

-- Bruce Henderson, founder of the Boston Consulting Group

“The Origin of Strategy,” Harvard Business Review, 1989; Sabi Sabi Game Reserve, South Africa, August 2017 (photo by Adam Brandenburger)
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(Carol Dweck, 2007)

Is the WHY enough?
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WHY IS Mindset so important?
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Complacency Alert

Learn to unlearn

Get out of your comfort zone!
© YannisPollalis
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Growth Mindset is about Learning

• Organizations that experiment & learn faster than 
others are those that will succeed 

• It’s no longer about being GOOD, but about ”getting 
GOOD” over and over again

• Insurers need to build the capacity to continuously 
LEARN, CHANGE & REINVENT their products, their 
services, but also THEMSELVES

• LEARNING should become your BUSINESS STRATEGY 

© YannisPollalis



We need to UNLearn in order to Change…

Time to think differently
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EXPONENTIALLINEAR

1996

MarketCap: $28B

Employees: 140,000

2012

Bankrupt

Employees: 17,000

April 2012

MarketCap: $1B

Employees: 13

Is Insurance facing its own “Kodak Moment” ?



The future isn’t like it used to be

© Peter Fisk2019

FUTUREHISTORY

Unpredictable

Predictable

Stability  

Efficiency  

Optimization

Agility  

Innovation  

Experimentation



Disruptive Stress

/Opportunity

Exponential Trend
Linear Trend

(SingularityU, 2019)



Today’s
Value:

>$100 Billion
 (8 years) 

The Netflix Moment ?

(SingularityU, 2019)
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Customer Experience is  the New Battleground
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Deloitte Insurance Trends 2020, Nov.2019





The Ultimate 

goal of  Digital

Transformation

(through CX)

To create value for the business  

and for & with the customers  

through digitally enhanced  

processes that streamline  

operations, transform business  

models, and increase the overall  

customer and employee  

satisfaction
© YannisPollalis
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Digital + CX + Delight = Customer Value



DT & CX: delivering a long term
competitive advantage

of organizations expect

CX to be their differentiator

more

than

A recent

Gartner

study

found that

in 2018

And

predicts by

2019

89%

of organizations will direct their

investment to CX innovations50%

• Deloitte reports that $2.6bn was invested in 

InsurTech businesses in 2018 and, 

• the first half of 2019, the number was already 

$2.2bn…

(Financial Times, Oct.23, 2019) 

• RBC Capital reports that the CYBER 

INSURANCE market (covering cyber attacks and 

possible business disruption in image and 

operations) is expected to grow from $6bn in 

2019 to $15bn by 2021…
YannisPollalis



Your biggest  

competitor is  

probably not

on  your

radar…
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